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INTRODUCTION
For﻿ the﻿ past﻿ ten﻿ years﻿ the﻿ lead﻿ authors﻿ have﻿ been﻿ involved﻿ in﻿ a﻿ research﻿ agenda﻿ encompassing﻿
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POPULATION PREPAREDNESS: ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIOURS
When﻿a﻿crisis﻿occurs,﻿and﻿a﻿population﻿is﻿alerted,﻿people﻿go﻿through﻿several﻿stages﻿in﻿their﻿cognitive﻿
thought﻿processes﻿which﻿are﻿reasonably﻿consistent﻿across﻿the﻿population﻿regardless﻿of﻿whether﻿there﻿
is﻿ an﻿ immediate﻿ threat﻿ or﻿ not.﻿The﻿ sequence﻿of﻿ thought﻿ is﻿ typically﻿ as﻿ follows:﻿ receive,﻿ believe,﻿
personalise,﻿respond﻿and﻿confirm﻿(Paton﻿2006;﻿Mileti﻿&﻿Peek﻿2000;﻿Perry﻿et﻿al.﻿1982)﻿and﻿these﻿







































These﻿ include:﻿ non-English﻿ speakers,﻿ visually﻿ impaired,﻿ hearing﻿ impaired,﻿ isolation﻿ due﻿ to﻿
economic﻿circumstances,﻿isolation﻿due﻿to﻿medical﻿circumstances,﻿low﻿levels﻿of﻿literacy,﻿homeless,﻿
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insufficient﻿ time﻿to﻿considering﻿alternative﻿solutions﻿and﻿also﻿ to﻿consider﻿ them﻿in﻿a﻿disorganised﻿
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and﻿help﻿ information.﻿This﻿was﻿necessary﻿ to﻿enhance﻿engagement﻿with﻿ the﻿general﻿public﻿across﻿
Europe.﻿Obviously,﻿the﻿actual﻿scenario﻿information﻿uploaded,﻿including﻿the﻿multimedia﻿assets,﻿e.g.﻿
a﻿news﻿video﻿of﻿a﻿disaster﻿report,﻿was﻿subtitled﻿for﻿the﻿local﻿language﻿of﻿delivery.
Taking﻿on﻿board﻿ the﻿ lessons﻿ learned﻿from﻿the﻿MOOC,﻿ the﻿ length﻿of﻿ the﻿ training﻿scenario﻿ is﻿
significant.﻿Many﻿more﻿people﻿will﻿ find﻿ time﻿ for﻿ five﻿minutes﻿of﻿ training﻿ than﻿ thirty﻿minutes﻿of﻿
training,﻿however﻿many﻿may﻿wish﻿to﻿do﻿more﻿than﻿five﻿minutes﻿and﻿so﻿bite-sized﻿chunks﻿of﻿training﻿
are﻿important﻿to﻿offer﻿to﻿the﻿public,﻿divided﻿up﻿by﻿topics﻿of﻿key﻿interest﻿to﻿them﻿so﻿they﻿can﻿choose﻿
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RESULTS FROM LISBON TRIAL
In﻿this﻿section﻿we﻿present﻿the﻿results﻿of﻿a﻿real-world﻿trial﻿we﻿conducted﻿in﻿Lisbon,﻿Portugal﻿in﻿Feb﻿
2016.﻿The﻿goal﻿of﻿the﻿trial﻿was﻿to﻿assess﻿whether﻿the﻿POP-ALERT﻿dashboard﻿could﻿be﻿beneficial﻿to﻿
Figure 1. Trainer Interface: Showing Scenario Text Highlighted and Associated Timelines
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Figure 2. Trainee Interface: Modeled on MS® Office Look and Feel
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Table 3. Responses to question on “What was your first reaction to seeing the news regarding the earthquake?”












Figure 3. The POP-ALERT Dashboard Home Page
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answers﻿ regarding﻿ their﻿ reaction﻿when﻿ indoors.﻿The﻿same﻿stands﻿ for﻿ the﻿case﻿of﻿outdoors.﻿These﻿
results﻿indicate﻿that﻿depriving﻿the﻿user﻿of﻿the﻿resources﻿of﻿the﻿dashboard﻿did﻿not﻿have﻿an﻿effect﻿on﻿
Table 4. Responses to question on “If you have a pet: What would you do with them during the earthquake?”









Table 5. Responses to question on “If you have a pet: What would you do with them after the earthquake?”







Table 6. Responses to question on “If you are directly affected by the earthquake: What actions would you take when you are 
indoors?”
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of﻿ action﻿ since﻿ this﻿would﻿unnecessarily﻿ increase﻿ the﻿workload﻿of﻿ the﻿ respective﻿call﻿ emergency﻿
communication﻿centres﻿dealing﻿with﻿urgent﻿post-disaster﻿incidents.

















Table 7. Responses to question on “If you are directly affected by the earthquake: What actions would you take when you are 
outdoors?”
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Table 8. Responses to question on “If you are directly affected by the earthquake: What actions would you take when you are 
in a vehicle?”






Table 9. Responses to question on “List the items you would expect to find in your emergency kit/bag”
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Table 10. Responses to question on “If you are unsure of what actions should be taken, where would you find this 
information?”



















Table 11. Responses to the EU survey question on “Would you consider delaying evacuating in an emergency situation for any 
of the following reasons?”
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Table 12. Responses to the EU survey question on “Which of the following supplies do you have in your home in case of a 
disaster?”
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